
Campaign '82 Leaves Blacks With More Questions Than Answers
Analysis
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It's over but Cam-

paign 482 was local
politics at its best or its
worst, depending upon
your viewpoint.

It certainly had all the

center bonds into real

state party I following
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Will hopes for
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Finally, there's a que '
tion in the aftermath, oi
Campaign '82 that will

some rather vicious
political bickering long
enough to mount a
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It all remains to be
seen.
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The central issues
incallv were the 1 1 0.i
million bond vote for I
downtown civic center,
and the candidacy of
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district.
Michaux lost a hard
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the two political moves.
It remains to be seen

6n
just how much real and
significant input the
black development
group will have in
Hayti's redevelopment.
Hayti is a former black

V

IDoz. Lcommunity, razed more
than a decade ago by the
city's urban renewal

It is also too early to
really determine just
what impact the write-i-n ifr r--i hit r
had on the black com--'

munity's relationship to
the local Democratic
Party.
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believes the. fact that
Durham's black voters
gave the write-i-n effort
more than 7.000 votes
with just two days of
preparation "Droves that
we can do it, and thus
this becomes a tool that
we can use if we have
to."

But city councilman
Ralph Hunt terms the
write-i- n effort an exam-
ple of futile protest for
jprotest's! sake.
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Of course, the
Durham Committee was
right in the,middle of all
of the action. ;

In the county commis-
sion race, the Committee
played a big role in elec-

ting Mrs. Becky Heron,
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of the state university
system.

Many with those type!
of concerns believe tha
Daye would be a natural
for the post of
chancellor. He is a Cen-

tral graduate, he is an ac-

tive participant in groups
and organizations that
work in the interest of
blacks and he is accoun-
table.

Others, want Daye to
stay at the law school.
Said one administrative
aide: "I could not stand
another change in leader-

ship. This (his, leaving)
would be a bit much."
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not agree with' many of
his decisions and I really
don't like him, but I
know that I can com-

municate witlt him. That
is very important anc
there is no guarantee tha .

we will get someone ely
like him if he, doe
leave."

"This law school ii

many different people,
experiences v and
beliefs," said one faculty ;

member. "Daye has
been able to hold things
together and make a few
things work. That takes
a special kind of person ,
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